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                     Brain Massage®: Show No. 971  

e “Cut Off All eir Heads Committee” / e J6 Movie Gets Bad Ratings / 
Why Bannon Says, “You Can’t Trust Johnson” 

                   Original Air Date: 01.03.23 

Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 
You’ve got to go here to see some of the video that has been 
released from the J6 Patriots visit the Capitol day. See link.  1

ompson & Johnson — I’ll explain! e “Cut Off All eir Heads 
Committee” — I’ll explain! Biden to cede Sovereignty of the US to 
the UN WHO? — I’ll explain!  What’s going on with Johnson—2

sometimes I hate it when I’m right! is latest trick to get around 
the real conservatives in the House is disgusting. e Border crisis 
is at a critical state of emergency—we are being invaded! 
Corruption in the LIGHT of DAY! — I’ll explain! 
Hey, it’s time for your brain massage! 
[TRUTH] 
e “Cut Off All eir Heads Committee” — Elon Musk noticed 
what many of us have — anytime the government thieves in 
Washington, or Sacramento, want to steal something from the 
People, whether it’s their liberty or their money, they come up with 
a title that is opposite of what it’s really all about. ere should be 
an honesty in labeling law applied to Legislatures. Some of the most 
notable example are the AFFORDABLE HEALTH CARE ACT, 

 https://twitter.com/EricAbbenante/status/17256637909417329911

 971.11.3-Joe Biden Made a Dirty Deal with the United Nations That Could Change 2

America – Liberty Airwaves https-//libertyairwaves.com/joe-biden-made-a-dirty-deal-
with-the-united-nations-that-could-change-america/.pdf
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a.k.a, Obamacare. I see it oen, an organization named, well, how 
about the American Red Cross — should be the American Double 
Cross — providing guides for illegals to violate our immigration 
laws.  Soros is the champion label liar. His funded organizations 3

include Best for Britain — more like beat down Brits, Center for 
Public Integrity — Center for Public Corruption, Human Rights 
Watch, ha, better called Human Enslavement Works, and America 
Votes should be Assuring American Votes Are Meaningless;  and, of 4

course, the Open Society Foundations are in truth Controlled 
Society Foundations. But, back to liars in our Congress and State 
Legislature.  
Here is a good article to read: In Congress, the name of a bill may 
have nothing to do with what’s in it — it’s all about salesmanship.   5

Manchin proposed a Bill that advances the worst of climate change 
boondogglery, policies the “curb climate change” that actually kick 
human rights, and the American economy to the curb. It was a bill 
that included allowing government to control prescription prices, 
removing them from the pressure of free market competition, and 
it expanded and solidified Obamacare. Furthermore, it slapped a 
15% minimum tax on corporate profits that make more than a 
billion dollars in profits — which is simply thrown onto the backs 
of working class Americans; think about it! And the name of this 
Bill? e Inflation Reduction Act of 2022.  Wall Street Journal 6

called it the latest Democrat party-line attempt to “push their social 

 971.21.1-Nonprofits Fueling the Illegal Immigration Crisis -Capital Research Center 3

https-//capitalresearch.org/article/nonprofits-fueling-the-illegal-immigration-crisis/

 971.31.11-List of projects supported by George Soros - Wikipedia https-//4

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_projects_supported_by_George_Soros

 https://news.yahoo.com/congress-name-bill-may-nothing-125858097.html5

 971.0.2-In Congress, the name of a bill may have nothing to do with what's in it – it's 6

all about salesmanship https-//news.yahoo.com/congress-name-bill-may-
nothing-125858097.html
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agenda through Congress” and says it lis “Orwellian naming 
conventions to new heights.”  7

e article states what we who have paid attention would say is “the 
obvious”: “Politicians have long used bill titles as a marketing 
vehicle, concocting sometimes misleading and outlandish monikers 
to get media attention, drum up support” and offers one of the 
worst offending bill titles: “Leaving No Child Behind.”  
Check it out — do a search on mislabeling rules, or labelling laws 
— you’ll see a most amazing display of hypocrisy. e same 
legislators who practice this liar-label game have craed some of 
the most restrictive labeling laws anywhere in the world. 
And though they all do it, the Democrats are the worst offenders. 
Not surprising, since their own Party Name is a misnomer. ere is 
almost nothing le of democracy in the Democrat Party: no free 
speech, no right to self defense, even the American ideal of 
innocent until proven guilty is gone, equal justice under law is 
gone, and the crown jewel of any Democracy, the people’s right of 
consent is GONE. It’s been gone in practice for a while, but that 
“practice” was hidden, now they are coming out into the open. e 
Founder of the World Economic Forum which supposedly 
advocates for liberal Democracy has come out and said, who needs 
voting, when AI can calculate the outcome for us.  
You’ve probably seen the clip; here is the audio segment: [INSERT 
SCHWAB-36 seconds] 
is created quite a stir, so let’s be careful to provide context. First, 
this was from an interview with Google founder Sergey Brin and 
they were discussing the Fourth Industrial Revolution — the topic 
was concerns some have with emerging digital technology. Schwab 
was speculating on the future of AI, and he said, “We don’t know 
yet how the technology will look like. But one fear which I have 

 Ibid. 971.0.27
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heard is, technology now is — and digital technologies — mainly 
have an analytical power, now we go into a predictive power,” 
Schwab said this as preface to his comment. 
Okay class, raise your hand if you know Schwab is a total globalist? 
Good night, I was almost knocked down by the wind wave caused 
by hands raising — I guess you are all tuned in this morning. Okay, 
another question, how many of you know Yuval Harari is the 
Globalists guru, the priest of the New Age, or, here. you go, the false 
prophet for the beast? Hey, not as many. Some of you have not been 
paying attention — I brought this out a while back. Anyway, here 
you go, the World Economic Forum prophet, Yuval Harari: 
[INSERT CLIP- 30 seconds, edited]. 
And finally, how many have heard Karl’s famous saying: “You will 
own nothing and be happy”? 
Now, in the context of what you know about this guy, you tell me if 
in this interview he was not practically giddy, drooling at the 
mouth, over the prospect of AI deciding our elections. Right! 
So, anyway, Elon Musk is on to them. He recently Xed: “When you 
hear the names of legislation or anything done by the government, 
it is worth remembering that the group that sent so many people to 
the guillotine during the French Revolution was called ‘e 
Committee of Public Safety’, [sic—comma inside closing quotation 
mark] not the ‘Cut Off eir Heads Committee.’”  8

e Democrat Party commissioned ompson committee gathered 
a “trove of information,” but the challenge was “what to do with it.” 
See the PBS documentary linked here.  9

 971.0.1-(2) Elon Musk on X/ “Cut Off Their Heads Committee”…" / X https-//8

twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1753269554816372839?
s=42&t=CpeREazTGJGIihR7f9K23w

 https://twitter.com/EricAbbenante/status/1752745118430359621?s=209
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e information “trove” was a collection of cherry picked video, 
and edited clips of Trump speeches, craed into the J6 insurrection 
narrative. See this link to get in on the hundreds of hours of video 
they conveniently le out of evidence, which, according to legal 
dudes who know, would have exonerated virtually every one of the 
more than 1200 Patriots charged with insurrection.  10

e what to do with it was how best to present this to the American 
people to sell them on the craed narrative? e answer was to turn 
to Hollywood — no one makes a lie look like the truth quite as well 
as Hollywood liberals in the movie business. So they contacted an 
old friend, James Goldston, retired President of ABC News, who 
had some experience in fabricating news stories on his watch. I’m 
pretty sure James Goldston was overseeing the 2013 news 
fabrication scandal that hit ABC News. Here is an article: “ABC 
News and CBS News Officially Normalize Fabricated Reporting”  11

— Okay, so, this is the guy the  Democrats hired to help them sell 
their lie to the American people that Trump was leading an 
insurrection. 
And these wicked people know one of the most effective lies is an 
inverted truth. e Democrats were the ones conducting an 
insurrection; it began the day Trump announced he was running 
for President.  
Trump was a total outsider and already known to be incorruptible. 
Here is mobster “Sammy the Bull” who became an FBI informant 
back in the day when that meant he was helping to break up actual 
mobster activity rather than support the Globalist-Mob controlled 
FBI — but anyway, here is the guy who testified he tried repeatedly 

 https://twitter.com/EricAbbenante/status/1725663790941732991 and see also 10

971.31.12-3 years later, Jan. 6 by the numbers/ More than 1,200 charged, more than 
460 imprisoned for role in Capitol attack - ABC News https-//abcnews.go.com/Politics/
3-years-jan-6-numbers-1200-charged-460/story?id=106140326 — 1200 charged!

 970.28.1-ABC News Caught Fabricating A Story  https://www.mediaite.com/opinion/11

abc-news-and-cbs-news-officially-normalize-fabricated-reporting/
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to corrupt Trump with bribes but found that he was incorruptible. 
Go to this link.  Sammy the Bull said, “I tried to get to him. He just 12

wouldn’t bite.” 
ey knew they were in serious trouble, and they went all out to 
stop him; and when the Russia Collusion hoax failed to turn the 
people against him, they continued to use that lie to impeach him, 
twice, these foul and vile people — listen! 
Trump should get your vote for a lot of reasons. I mean it is obvious 
he knows how to get things done. But we simply cannot allow these 
wicked people to get away with what they have done. ey MUST 
NOT WIN! ey must be defeated, and then held accountable for 
their treason. 
Alright, so the Demoncrats hired James Goldston, former ABC 
News president, to help them produce the “mini-series” J6 
insurrection story. And ultimately it all fell apart. ey’ve been 
exposed. And Adam Schiff, who played a starring role in that 
movie, must not be allowed to parlay that performance into a 
promotion into the Senate—Go Garvey — yep, the Baseball guy — 
number 6 on the LA Dodgers, from bat boy to World Series 
champion — called Baseball’s “Iron man.”  
Let’s send that bottom feeder Schiff to the bottom of whatever 
swamp he crawled out of and let’s put a real man, and a real patriot 
in the US Senate — go Steve Garvey. But, Mr. Garvey, please look 
more. closely at the Ukraine issue. Here is his web page if you want 
more information.  13

e whole J6 thing was a movie, man! And a bad one too! ey 
could not even win a prize for best actor it was so badly played, and 
the script was awful. Badly cast too, I mean, Schiff, really? He is 

 971.27.1-Trump thanks former Gambino mobster ‘Sammy the Bull’ for character 12

boost https-//www.bizpacreview.com/2024/01/14/trump-thanks-former-gambino-
mobster-sammy-the-bull-for-character-boost-1427636/

 https://stevegarvey.com/steves-vision/13
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supposed to be believable? You’ve got to be kidding! And Chinese 
spy boyfriend Swalwell, and that swampy Cheney chic — really? 
Pelosi would have been more entertaining — just get her sloshed, 
soused, sozzled, stewed, soaked, okay — that’s enough! You get it! 
At least then there might have been some entertainment value in 
this farcical, vaudeville squib! — third meaning! Although the first 
meaning works: “A small firework that burns with a hissing sound 
before exploding!” Selah! 
I’ve got to take a short break. I’ll be right back, “for more 
stimulating conversation with doctor Scheidbach.” Hehe! 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 
liberty. 
& Johnson — I’ll explain! What going on with Mike Johnson—
sometimes I hate being right! Only sometimes! But at those times, 
believe me, it’s far more miserable than being wrong! I wanted Mike 
to lead RIGHT! 
My stomach sank when I heard his gavel acceptance speech — he 
sounded squishy, like a doggy toy! 
Reggie, I love you bro.; but you are going to have to have a talk with 
your fellow Sabine (Sah-Bean’) River friend! It turns out he is a 
squishy toy for Lizard Dems to play with! 
e Continuing Resolution passes a budget that is outrageous! It’s 
the worst budget ever, and Johnson is simply too squishy — he 
refuses to use the power of the gavel to get this nation’s spending 
priorities straightened out and under the control of good sense. Do 
these people not have staff they can task with reading and reporting 
on the contents of these bills — or do they simply not care to know 
what’s in them? 
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I’m tired of squishy Republicans — so beware — just because a guy 
is a Christian and talks about governing by the BIBLE does not 
mean they will honor that — I mean, you’ve got to look deeper 
than a guy who says all the right things. Just sayin’! 
Okay, here is the thing.  
I am beginning to agree with Bannon, “you can’t trust Johnson.” He 
calls this latest CR a welfare package. (It’s a continuing resolution to 
KEEP THE GOVERNMENT OPEN — that’s what this is about! To 
make sure we keep feeding CORRUPT bureaucrats like Myorkas — 
and funding the DOJ, and it’s brute squad, the Biden enforcement 
police within the FBI — yeah, we gotta make sure those Pigs are 
Fed (Hah! Remember the 60s? ey say if you do you weren’t there 
— well, I was there, and I remember when the shadow government 
killed our President — anyway! In other words, the focus of our 
Representatives is not supposed to be the GOVERNMENT it’s 
supposed to be THE PEOPLE. Your job is not to make sure 
government stays open, it’s to make sure the CONSTITUTION is 
followed and upheld. Represent the PEOPLE, Mike, not the 
GOVERNMENT! 
So, this Continuing Resolution Mike Johnson was so hot to pass is a 
patronage package, according to Dave Brat, Vice Provost for 
Engagement, representing my alma mater Liberty University. Dave 
got his information from the Tax Policy Center. It’s a patronage 
package because it pays key donors that keep certain members in 
their jobs — in other words, it’s what I’ve said a hundred times — 
these representatives work for the people that put them in power — 
the “donor class” — not the People! ey all ought to wear patches 
identifying who sponsors them — literally, that should be a 
requirement. You would see a Big Pharma patch on most of them. 
Anyway!  
He revealed to us that the richest 120k households get the lion’s 
share of whatever benefit from the new tax plan. By lion’s share, I 
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mean that 88 million household receive a whopping $60 bucks, 
while the 120k richest taxpayers receive, drum roll — 57k each. 
What???? 
Way to go Johnson! You either got snookered or … something 
worse. 
META, you know, Zuckerberg’s thing, gets a massive tax break. In 
fact, META goes from paying 25% on the billions in profits 
generated by META to being a subsidized government entity — 
yeah, to a negative 2%. We, the taxpayer, are now going to subsidize 
META by 2% of their net profits, which is already in the billions. 
Mike Johnson has said repeatedly that the border is the critical 
issue and the hill he refuses to yield. Well, someone explain to me, 
and hey, I know a guy whose sister communicates with Johnson 
and so, please, get him to explain what he was thinking! Because 
this CR he crammed through, literally, changed rules to force a 
vote, whipping up 100% Democrat support for this thing, IT 
GIVES WORK PERMITS TO ILLEGAL ALIENS.  
I guess the thinking is, well, they are here, might as well put them to 
work — right? Great! Displacing hundreds of thousands of jobs for 
Americans. 
Each of these millions of children that have been marked as future 
Democrat voters, or present ones, rules don’t matter — as we shall 
see — even to Republicans — all these children have to go to 
school. I think the average is 50k per year per student — this bill 
provides an education bonus to every illegal family that entered our 
country AGAINST THE LAW. So, that’s great! Let’s REWARD law 
breaking, and in doing so let’s punish the law abiding. 
We are talking burning through billions of dollars supporting this 
illegal invasion of our country. 
Somebody walks into my house uninvited, they are likely to be met 
with a Springfield 40. Entering my house without my invitation is 
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an INVASION. We are being INVADED! And 800,000 got away, 1.7 
million since Biden pried his way into the White House with the 
most elaborate election fraud organization ever in the history of the 
US — his words! 
So the Senate gets the Bill passed by the House, and they can’t 
believe it! Even the liberally controlled Senate knows this is crazy.  
So how did Johnson get this done? He has had to turn to the 
Democrats to defeat the Republicans who want this nonsense to 
STOP.  is article explains it! e bottom line is that right now, 14

Johnson has “fewer votes than his predecessor” — Kevin McCarthy. 
[IBID]. ose few who support Mike Johnson appeal to reason: “we 
are in a divided government. Anyone who thinks we are going to 
get more out of this deal is lying and they’re kidding themselves.” 
He is a New York Republican, so, you see how it is.  
Yep! Here it is folks! e Democrats are winning again, and they do 
it by convincing Republicans they can’t win! Why is it that 
Democrats never give in that way!  
is Bill DOES NOT SECURE THE BORDER — if the government 
refuses to protect us from an invasion — IT’S TIME TO SHUT IT 
DOWN! 
It is beginning to look more and more like Mike Johnson works for 
the Democrats rather than for the REPUBLICANS who get him 
into his chair and handed to him the gavel.  
Fundamentally, it’s, and this makes me very sad, but fundamentally 
this is exactly what I saw in Speaker Johnson when he gave us his 
acceptance speech — Squishy Speaker Mike! Just squeeze hard and 
he squeaks — those devil dogs are having a time with squishy-
speaker-mike. He thinks he is there to get along with the enemy, he 
thinks his contribution will be to keep the ship floating while the 

 971.16.1-House right flank revolts by sinking rule vote as Speaker Mike Johnson 14

walks tightrope on government funding plan | CNN Politics https-//www.cnn.com/
2024/01/10/politics/speaker-johnson-funding-fight-right-flank/index.html
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mutiny against the American people continues — WE ARE AT 
WAR, MR. SPEAKER, AND THE PEOPLE YOU ARE TRYING 
TO APPEASE ARE THE ENEMIES OF THE PEOPLE YOU ARE 
SUPPOSED TO PROTECT — it’s about the Constitution, Mr. 
Speaker, it’s not about getting along with Schumer.  
ey won’t pass the bill that’s needed! Right, so you think the 
answer to that is to give them a bill they will sign — and they’ll sign 
on to any bill that keeps feeding the monster that is eating our 
liberties. ey will NEVER sign on with you to do what needs to be 
done to SAVE AMERICA. Why can’t you get that in your head!  
Have you been bought? Did Schumer introduce you to some body 
that offered you the world if you’ll bow to him? 
I’m not accusing, I’m just trying to figure out why you decided you 
do not work for the people who gave you the gavel for for the exact 
same people we took the gavel FROM in order to give it to you! 
Look, Johnson drew the line at the Border, the Dems pushed back, 
and squishy Mike squeaked to the delight of every dirty dog 
politician in the Congress today! e whole kennel came out to 
support him — so now he knows the DEMS will be on his side if 
only he will part company from the conservatives in his own party. 
Well, I’ve got to go. I’ll see you Saturday night for my Brain 
Massage® LIVE, livestream visit. Check me out on independent 
platform called Rumble, and, thanks to Johnson and his friends on 
the LEFT, the now PUBLIC FUNDED platform called Facebook. 
Wow! God have mercy! 
I’ll be in my pulpit Sunday all day and for my adult Bible study I’ll 
begin a Valentine series going over some biblical relationship 
principles that will literally revolutionize your relationships — that 
class begins at 9:30. e preaching service will begin a series on the 
GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM — I think this first message will be 
really interesting both in how it applies to what’s going down in 
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America right now, how we can contribute in the ongoing battle 
between the Spirit of JESUS CHRIST and the spirit of antichrist, 
and Sunday Night will be an inspirational message showing from 
Scripture where GOD is taking this nation and the world!  
9:30 for the first service, 10:45 for the second, and 5 PM for the 
third. Come on by and let’s worship the KING together! What do 
ya say? 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 
know if you see them.  
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. at’s 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 
email. 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 
805.314.2114. 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church.
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